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Tips for Photographing  

your Amazing Versatile Dog  

 
1. Focus on the eyes and don’t forget the tail. That‟s where the emo-

tions are revealed.  

2. Think like a dog. Get down to their level -- sit or kneel. Photos taken 

from above when you‟re standing end up with Mr. Potatohead shaped dogs. 

Try setting your dog up -- on a tailgate, rock wall, training table, any 

place where you can shoot the shot head on.  

3. If you‟re taking a posed shot -- a point or retrieve presentation, get 

that dogs attention. Throw a hat, quack like a duck, try a favorite com-

mand like “Mark!”  

4. Shoot in burst mode. On most automatic capable cameras, that would 

be the little icon that looks like skier or running person. Hold your shut-

ter down and just let „er rip. If your dog is moving, some of the shots will 

be blurry but the continuous shooting will give your camera a chance to 

auto focus and grab a few frames clearly.  

5. Think about composition. Most of the time 1/2 and 1/2 is visually bor-

ing. Go for 1/3 and 2/3 when you set up a shot: sky vs. land, water vs. 

trees, bright areas vs dark areas. Also remember that odd numbers are 

more interesting than even (3 dogs vs 2, 5 people vs 4, etc).  

6. Give Fido space to move in. If your dog is facing left or right, or at 

an angle, be sure to position him closer to the edge of the photo where 

his rear end is. The extra space in front of him -- or in the direction he‟s 

moving in -- will add depth and enhance the sense of motion. 

7. E mail your best photos to gary_johnson@busdk12.com  so that we 

can use them in  SOCAL NAVHDA  ON POINT     and share your great 

photos with your NAVHDA family and friends. 
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Friday, Saturday and Sunday were exciting and sometimes nerve racking days as 21  individuals tested 

their dogs in either the Natural Ability Test or the Utility Test.  Their were many challenges to the weekend 

although  the tests went well.  Some of those challenges:  President Pat Beaver’s dog was bit by a rattlesnake 

the night before the test,  Guido Dei is nursing 9 puppies, and 2 of our judges were in a car accident on the 

way to the test on Saturday.  The car was totaled and Sr. Judge John Kohnke was banged up a bit but thought 

he could still judge.  After the first field search he was out of breath and much discussion was had by con-

cerned SOCAL NAVHDA members over whether he needed to go to the hospital.  John insisted on staying as 

he said the test would have to be cancelled if he wasn’t there.  However, on Sunday he went to the hospital to 

receive treatment.  John showed great fortitude to press on inspite of discomfort.  If you would like to wish 

him well as he recovers his email is john@kulienshoes.com .  Without his efforts we would have had to can-

cel Saturdays test.  Thankfully our Herb Schoderer filled in to judge on Sunday. 

Lots of photos were taken on Saturday and Sunday, literally hundreds.  Fortunately, some of them turned out 

and we would love to share them with you.  However,  email servers only allow so many photos to go 

through as they consume a great deal of memory so we will need to spread the photos out into  probably 3 

issues of the newsletter.  If you do not see any photos of yourself or dog,  they will be in a future issue.  Also, 

we will  post many of them to our IMGUR photo sharing account for you to download if you would like.  Go to 

IMGUR .COM   and   SEARCH   SOCAL NAVHDA.  Look for these prior to June 1.  Thanks for testing.  Keep 

up the good work.  Our  dogs are looking good! 
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I simply came here to take a test??!! 

Utility 

Prize 1   204 

Jim Carpenter 

NAVHDA JUDGE 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/17183810940/in/set-72157650029933024
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WHERE MEMBERS TEACH   OTHERS HOW  TO TRAIN THEIR 

BIRDDOG 

Checkcord:  your Guide to Consistent Results 

Training situations are designed so the dog can learn what to do in the field.  However, 

you want your dog to always be successful and if your dog makes a bad choice you need 

to have a “connection” with him to make a “correction”.  Yelling at your dog is not the an-

swer.  Watch dogs interact with dogs.  Body language is everything.  Getting in each others 

space sends a message.  A little nudge with a hip sends a message.  Your check cord allows 

you to have a physical connection with your dog.  Use it.  It will allow you to have con-

sistent results.  If you bring your dog into a crosswind set –up to see how he responds .  The 

check cord allows you to bring him in at the right distance from the bird.  Too close and he may 

catch the bird and too far away may encourage creeping.  If your dog tries to creep or catch the 

bird you have a quick and simple response in your hand.  The check cord.  This is a physical 

nudge to the neck much like the little physical  bumps and nudges dogs give each other.   

You are now speaking their language! 
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Steve Greunias launches his dog on a field 

search, then discusses the results with Guido 

Dei.  It is then Guido’s turn to run Bruno and be 

critiqued.  Clint Lager discusses Field Search 

protocol with Gabby.  Irene Fradella tries to hold 

back Skylar as Skylar is anxious to find  Chukar. 
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President                                 Pat Beaver 

951 781 4267                                    Pabeaver2@aol.com 

Vice President                     Kim Gentner 

714  356  1083                  thedogmother@earthlink.net 

Secretary/Treasurer                Guido Dei 

562 481  6897                                      g.deil@verizon.net 

Director of Publications     Gary Johnson 

760 559 3173                     gary_johnson@busdk12.com 

Training Day Coordinator     Ty Mitchel 

951 736 2015                       tylermitchel@sbcglobal.net 

Director of Promotions            Jon Vesely 

562  335 3053                                  jonat4kix@verizon.net 

SOCAL NAVHDA OFFICERS 

Training Days Guidelines & Procedures 

(1) Please keep your dog under control at all times, particularly when he/she is not working on a 

drill. 

(2) Everyone in the field must wear blaze orange hat, t-shirt or vest.  Members holding a gun in 

the field must have completed a hunter safety class or have a hunting license. 

(3) Children are to be supervised and remain in the designated parking area at all times. 

(4) No alcohol on premises. 

(5) ―Boat Safety‖, persons under 12 years of age must wear a life jacket when in the boat. 
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Trust  
your dog 
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Be Proactive —  Don’t wait for something to become a problem to fix it.  Anticipate your 

challenges.  If you don’t want a dog begging for your food, don’t give him table scraps .  .. . 

.ever.  He will soon understand my master’s food is his  and the dog food is for us dogs.   If 

you don’t want your dog bit by a rattlesnake . .. .sign up for rattlesnake avoidance class.  

Don’t forget to spend time on recall.  Your dog’s willingness to come to you at all times 

can be critical to his safety.  When you say ―here‖ it’s not a suggestion , but needs to be 

obeyed every time.  Be proactive . . . Fix the problem before you have a problem. 

Begin with the End in Mind -  You are the proud new owner of a  great puppy who is not 

only a ―gundog‖  but even better a ―versatile dog‖.  You somehow show up at a NAVHDA 

TRAINING DAY,  and  are not really sure why you are there and what you will learn.  At the 

beginning progress seems slow  (this is good as it gives you time to improve your skills as 

the pup also improves)  however 6 or 8 months in the learning curve accelerates and you 

and your pup really begin to learn.  When you have a puppy  sometimes you only learn one 

thing at a training day such as ―willingness to enter water‖, it does not seem like much but 

actually it’s a very big step for your pup . Try not to force too much learning into one day.  

Rome wasn’t built in a day and neither is a gundog.    Do you know exactly how you want 

your dog to  perform when you are finished training?  Your views on this may drasti-

cally change after attending a few NAVHDA training days.  Seeing is believing.   Watching  

more experienced  dogs in the field ,  or on a duck search,  or tracking and  you start to un-

derstand what our versatile dogs are really capable of.   Try to understand your ending des-

tination so that the steps you take along the way fit that goal.  The good news is most of the 

training we do for hunting or hunt tests make the dog a much better citizen at the 

house or in public.  Our NAVHDA hunt test system will steadily improve your dog from 

novice to expert.  Even if you never considered testing for your dog the progressive format 

of the tests will  give you good general guidelines as to what order our dogs should be 

learning different skills.  Strongly consider testing.   Remember your  end Goal. 

Put First things First  -  General health, fitness and basic obedience.  What is basic obedi-

ence?  Walking politely on a leash.  Walking at heel.  Sitting on command and returning to 

you on command (recall).  Understanding of ―No‖.  Not being aggressive to other dogs.  Ac-

cepting you as the leader.  Try and accept the fact that much of this learning process is se-

quential.  Take the time to learn the basic skills before rushing to the more complex.  There 

is a saying about . . .‖putting a cart before the horse damages the horse and frustrates all . .‖  

As your dog starts to become bored with one thing it is time to teach another.  If they can re-

peat a skill 5 times in a row without a fail  it is now time to make the drill more challenging or 

teach a new skill.  Learning is sequential.   Be patient.   
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Think Win/Win   -  How can your dog be successful every time?  Try to repeatedly set 

your dog up for success .  If you are looking for a 100 yard retrieve possibly  start with a 

10 yard retrieve with your dog on a checkcord.  Put the bumper in his mouth if necessary.  

Move him back to the start and celebrate the victory.  Once he understands 10 yards and is 

finding success move to 15 yards, then 20 . . ..in a couple of weeks you  will have your 100 

yard retrieve.  What do  you  want from your dog?  What would make you happy?  Now 

think from the other direction . . .what part of this task motivates your dog?  What makes 

your dog happy?  Is he a dog that loves to complete a task?  Is he a dog that wants an ele-

ment of play?  Possibly he seeks to please his handler??   How can you tell when your dog 

is pleased?  Check for the  wagging tail . 

Seek First to Understand —  Two years ago I was a new owner of  two German Shorthair 

Pointers and began attending SOCAL NAVHDA  monthly training days trying to figure out 

what to do with these rocket powered puppies I had purchased.  One of the most difficult 

things to accept was that I really had no clue.  All of my preconceived thoughts of train-

ing a dog  meant nothing.  I had to accept the fact that virtually everyone at our NAVHDA 

meetings had a better trained dog than I and certainly understood more about how to do 

the training.   I proceeded to buy several DVD’S and read many books.    I soon realized 

that several of my fellow NAVHDA members were accomplished enough to write 

their own book.  Attending monthly training sessions I would try to learn one thing and on-

ly one thing to work on for that month.  Anything else learned was simply a bonus.  The 

problem became that as I asked some of our experienced and accomplished NAVHDA vet-

erans how to train something  I was getting very different answers.  Driving home wonder-

ing who was right and who was wrong I soon realized that  each trainer was correct.  Their 

dogs had both learned this skill.  They had just learned it with a different training method.  

This changed my thought process.  I realized  each trainer may be a little different as each 

dog is a little different.  It forced me to try and look at the “philosophy” of each trainer 

rather than the  way in which they taught a skill.  Understanding their philosophy may 

help shape my own philosophy to train my dogs (previous to this time based on igno-

rance!).  I also started to realize each of my dogs had different personalities and motiva-

tions.  One was a willing leaner whereas my other needed lots of positive affirmation and 

when that fails a willingness to never bend in my expectations.  At some point my dogs be-

gan to understand my expectations  and our training sessions became more productive.  

As I began to understand the  philosophies of other NAVHDA handlers and trainers I was 

able to better shape my questions to my training problems.  Find willing mentors. 

WHERE  
MEMBERS TEACH   

OTHERS HOW  TO 

TRAIN THEIR 

BIRDDOG 
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Perfect Storm  -  don’t you love it when a plan comes together.  As your dog gains more 

skills you are able to work on them while training other things.  Steadiness to flush , shot 

and fall in the field is  very similar to steadiness by the blind in the UT test.  The distractions 

are slightly different:  running chukar (and possibly handler)  in the field versus multiple 

gun shots, floating decoys and a Mallard flying overhead from a winger zinger at the water 

test    but nonetheless it is steadiness.  Obedience is obedience whether practiced at home 

or on heeling stakes at a training day.  Perfect Storm is when all of your little training ef-

forts start to come together to create something much  bigger and better.  Owning a  

hunting dog and companion that others only dream about.  Now through your hard work 

and commitment  to regular training it begins to happen.  That special bond between man 

and dog that is further solidified each fall sitting in a duck blind together . . . waiting togeth-

er. .. . for that moment when  you  explode from the blind and make a great shot and your 

dog patiently yet eagerly waits to also explode out of the blind and retrieve that bird to your 

hand.   You may have a very similar moment walking together   through harvested fields in 

the fall  seeking pheasant, quail or other upland game and again seeking to find that elusive 

bird when suddenly your dog strikes a hard point and you  see his hind quarters quivering 

as he waits for you to arrive  and hopefully make the shot as the pheasant explodes in front.  

Somehow you make the shot and your faithful sidekick can hardly wait, but somehow does 

wait for you to tap him on the head so he can again explode for a retrieve .  You see the ex-

citement and joy as your dog  searches for the fallen bird and then bounds back to you and 

sits patiently waiting to put the fallen pheasant in your hand.  It’s a moment you share and 

both will never forget ,  this action and emotion that occurred almost simultaneously.  The 

bond is solidified.     Driving back to town in your old  pick up truck  you reflect on the day 

and can not help but remember the  days in which your dog was only a pup.  You began at-

tending those monthly NAVHDA training days  and now realize your sidekick is no longer  

an untrained pup but a finished hunting dog and partner.  Life has changed. 

Maintain your Skills -  Don’t forget to maintain your skills as a handler and the skills that 

your dog has learned.  Try to continue teaching new things and reviewing the old.  Give 

your dog regular reviews  of each thing you have taught. Possibly keep a list in a note-

book , phone or computer of each skill your dog learns.  Sometimes we forget what we 

have accomplished.   Your dog  will enjoy it and look forward to this ―review session‖.  As 

your dog enthusiastically performs your list of commands it probably will brighten your day 

as well.  The boundless joy of our dogs somehow becomes a part of us.  Enjoy the journey! 
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Brittany 

In the mid-1800s, French sportsmen crossed their small land 

spaniels with English setters in attempts to produce a dog better 

suited for their needs. Some of the offspring were tailless, and 

their descendants continued to be tailless or stub-tailed. More 

importantly, they were excellent woodcock hunters with strong 

noses. These dogs soon became popular not only with the French 

gentry but also with poachers, because they would both point 

and retrieve and were extremely obedient — essential qualities 

for the clandestine activities of the poachers. The first Brittany (or 

"epagneul Breton") was registered in France in 1907. The Brittany 

came to America (Mexico) around 1925 and was AKC recognized 

in 1925. The breed took a while to be accepted, mostly because 

hunters expected a pointing dog to have a long tail. When the 

dogs were given a chance, however, they proved their mettle 

and have since become the most popular of all pointing breeds at 

field trials. In fact, registrations eventually soared to place the 

Brittany among the top 20 in popularity, no doubt because of its 

bird-hunting abilities, close-ranging hunting style, small size and 

tractable nature. Although registered as the Brittany spaniel 

with the AKC from 1934, the word spaniel was dropped in 1982 

in recognition of the dog's hunting style, which is more like that of 

a setter than a spaniel.  The Brittany is quick and curious, al-

ways on the lookout for birds or fun. It loves to run, scout, 

hunt and play. It has an independent nature, befitting any 

pointing breed, yet it is sensitive and very responsive to hu-

man direction. The Brittany makes a good house pet, as long 

as it receives daily mental and physical exercise. If not given 

sufficient exercise, it can become destructive.  Known as the 

Brittany Spaniel until 1982 when the Spaniel was dropped from 

the official AKC name, the Brittany is a pointer with a natural re-

trieving instinct that works equally well in open country or dense 

cover.  The dense coat can be flat or wavy and weighs 30-40 lbs. . 
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The Brittany is generally a hardy dog that requires little mainte-

nance. Its major requirement is for abundant exercise, at 

least an hour of exertion — not just walking — every day. For 

this reason, it is not suited for apartment life. It can live outdoors 

in temperate weather, but it is a social dog that needs human in-

teraction. Its coat is not particularly thick or long, but it does re-

quire brushing once or twice weekly.  Life span 12-15 years.  Ra-

ther than owning a Brittany many people say they are owned 

by their Brittany. The above statement should tell you some-

thing about the breed. Brittany’s have been bred for hunting and 

are excellent bird dogs.  Although referred to as a spaniel in 

Canada the Brittany’s style is much more like that of a point-

er. Given this quality, one of the most important parts of own-

ing a Brittany is to provide a lot of exercise, both mental and 

physical. This is a smart, strong little dog and if bored a Brit-

tany will find its own ways to amuse itself, often to the dis-

may of an owner. Brittanys also must have plenty 

of socialization. They are naturally soft personalities, 

and require early, gentle exposure to people, animals, and 

sounds to avoid shyness and fearfulness. Brittanys do shed and 

require minimal brushing and trimming. They are extremely 

smart and easy to train if you understand how they learn . 

Brittanys want to please but have an independant side that will 

think things through on their terms and may end up training you 

more than you have trained them.  Brittanys are an intense 

breed that require activity and daily exercise to keep them 

stimulated. They are happy and alert dogs that make wonderful 

family pets and a great companion for the weekend hunter. Brit-

tanys are mild and obedient, often quite submissive and desper-

ate to please their masters, so harsh training is not necessary.  

Brittanys are either born tailless or have their tails docked short-

ly after birth to prevent injury while in the field. Traditional col-

ors include orange and white, liver and white and tri-color.  

SOCAL NAVHDA members owning Brittanys:  Michael Macias 
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Staci Billy and Mika  are shown win-

ning  Best in Breed   and Winner’s 

Bitch  April 25 at Prado Regional Park.  

Over 20 Viszla’s competed.  Staci and 

Kevin say that Mika’s performance in 

the ring has improved greatly since 

joining NAVHDA.  Her confidence and 

muscular development have improved 

since she has begun hunting chukar, 

pigeons and swimming while training 

for the fall UPT test.  She now has 14 

points and needs one more to be an 

AKC Champion.  Below Mika emerges 

from a Prado pond after a swim. 
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"Every dog has his day, unless he loses his tail, then he has a weak-end." 

June Carter Cash (singer) 

If interested  email Guido at geedee1 @verizon.net 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/June_Carter_Cash
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WHERE 

MEMBERS TEACH   

OTHERS HOW  TO 

TRAIN THEIR  

BIRDDOG 
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There are many things to consider when flushing . .  .. . Your training birds.  How old is the dog?  

How old are the birds?  What type of birds are they?   Will they run on the ground?  Fly horizon-

tal to the ground such as quail, pheasant and chukar? Or will they elevate quickly such as the pi-

geon?   Is your dog steady?  Should you consider half hitching your dog or possibly putting a 

flank collar on?  If you decide on a half hitch or flank collar do you have a training partner to as-

sist you?  Are you using tip ups, launchers  or are you dizzying the bird?  When you have a 

young pup you may not want to use a launcher.  If your pup fails to point and rushes in the 

launcher may release on its own causing the dog to possibly be frightened by the smell of 

birds.  You also may want to allow the pup to point as long as possible and not mind if the 

pup flushes the bird and a chase develops.  His movement may cause the bird to fly which 

will trigger the fact that he should stand still and wait for YOU!  This flush and chase may 

light a fire under your pup and give him an element of birdiness he would not have had 

without  “the chase”.   This may build boldness and confidence in your pup.  Although you 

probably do not want them catching the flushing bird,  if they happen to catch a few at this 

stage it probably won’t hurt.  You probably need to have your pup on a checkcord so that 

you can have some control of the situation.  Try to let your pup figure out the bird on his 

own though.  Your pup has  decades and decades of ancestors that have mastered the art of 

hunting birds.  Their instincts are usually pretty good.  Frequently we mess them up.  A 

few months later you will need to be more assertive.  As you approach your pup on point   come 

in from the side or the front so your pup can see you.   It will calm him that you are there to take 

control.  If you walk in from behind,  your dog may become nervous or decide to walk with you .  

Either way, not good.  When you are in the front looking your dog in the eye he is less likely to 

creep.  If you are using launchers and your dog begins to creep, launch the bird.  Let it fly away.  

The dog will learn when he creeps he does not get rewarded with the bird.  Sadly, you lost a $5 

pigeon or a $10 chukar.  Don’t let it bother you.  Why did you buy that bird? Simply to train 

your dog.  That bird flying away will make a strong impression on steadiness for your dog.  The 

lesson was taught and learned well.  When the bird flies away look closely at your dog.  Possibly 

you may see a single solitary tear going down his cheek as his prized reward is now flying to the 

next county.  Lesson learned. 
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This article is on flushing and not steadiness but they really are interconnected.  Be aware that 

many things can go wrong on the flush.   At this weekend’s training session a chukar I had 

placed in a tip up caused  some backsliding in my  Griffin’s steadiness.  As I stepped on the tip 

up the chukar began walking then running at Griffin who was on point.  Mr.  Chukar  then took 

flight directly at Griffin’s mouth only to veer off at the last second and glance off his shoulder.  It 

was quickly apparent that we hadn’t trained sufficiently as Griffin broke and the chase was on.  

Be prepared for something to go wrong and try and decide what your correction will be.  As a 

training calamity begins to occur it’s difficult to think quickly and logically.  On the attempted 

flush expect: birds not to fly, birds to run,  birds to bury themselves in the grass to the 

point you can never find them, birds to run down gopher holes,  birds to fly in the “wrong 

direction”, other people, dogs or animals to “suddenly appear” in the midst of your train-

ing scenario and many other hard to believe things.  If you cannot find the bird pointed you 

may tap your dog on the head and encourage him to ―relocate‖.  This is so that he may possibly 

get closer to the bird so you can  find it.  You want your dog to gently tip toe in and re-establish 

point.  This is ―creeping‖ at our command.  The first time or two you do this you might want to 

slip the checkcord on your dog to manage the approach.  If your bird is walking or running 

on the ground you have to try and get him to fly.  You may try kicking dirt or vegetation, 

throwing your hat and water bottle or running after the bird.  Your dog is to remain steady 

during this fiasco.  Try and watch your dog while you are running after a bird , kicking 

dirt and throwing your hat.  It’s very important that you be ready to reprimand your dog if 

he does something “silly”, such as take half a step forward.  Think about which way would 

benefit your dog for the bird to flush and try to make this happen.  Position yourself opposite to 

the desired flight direction.  Smart birds will fly away from people.   Things tend to go best with 

aggressive strong flying birds.   It’s possible that you can have a nightmare training situa-

tion occurring with an uncooperative bird that does not want to flush.  Your best approach 

may be to simply pick your dog up gently and carry him away from the situation.  Once 

you get some distance walk him away from this bird and hunt him in another direction.  

Hopefully you can find a more cooperative bird.  Remember, when flushing, expect the un-

expected.  Plan ahead for the bad flush.  It’s going to happen.  Be confident.  Take charge.   

Your confidence will transfer into your dog being steady.   Your dog’s steadiness and quality 

flushing are interrelated.  The age of your dog will affect the type of flushing that you attempt.   

Happy Hunting. 
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"Dogs are not our whole life, but they make our lives whole." 

—Roger Caras (photographer and writer)  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roger_Caras
https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/17345438856/in/set-72157650029933024
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V.C. Miracle Mio vom Beaver Creeks X V.C. Alba vom Dei-Haus 
Whelping Date:  
Apr. 2nd, 2015 

Our goal is to produce elite Deutsch Kurzhaar super dogs. 

Imprinting of the Puppies will be done from day 1 to 8 weeks of age. 

Imprinting really works. It “levels out” the whole litter. All puppies are consistently strong and confident. 

At the 49th day each puppy will take a PAT (Puppy Attitude Test); this will help to give the proper puppy 

to the proper customer. 

This is a cross breeding with Pöttseipen and Hege-Haus blood lines. This is the third breeding of our 

kennel. 

The first breeding of 5 puppies has produced 4 NAVHDA NA Prize I; 4 NAVHDA Utility Prize I; 2 

NAVHDA Versatile Champion; 3 NADKC Derby Prize I, one Derby Prize II; 4 NADKC AZP Prize 1. 

The second breeding has produced 3 NAVHDA NA Prize I, One NAVHDA NA Prize II pups ran the NA 

Test from 6 months to 8 months of age. 

Alba has a beautiful search in the field and water; beautiful pointing style with a very high intensity: she 

received twice a “4H”in pointing. ”H” stands for excellent in the German system. At age of 3 years she 

received the Versatile Champion title.   At age of 5 she has very wide hunting experiences from ducks to 

pheasant to sharptail to Huns to quails and chukar.  

Mio is a proven stud that has generated a lot of very nice and talented puppies. Mio received a “4H” in 

nose and was awarded with the highest score in the 2011 AZP in North America. At age of 2 years and 

10 months he received the Versatile Champion title. 

Both Sire and Dam have great nose and great personality, with huge field desire and prey instinct wheth-

er upland or waterfowl hunting. They are both loving companions and very strong hunters. Sire and Dam 

have a DNA certificate for your peace of mind. Both of the dogs in this breeding have superior versatile 

qualities in field and water: all the attributes that you want in your hunting companions. This litter should 

have strong conformation, extremely high desire, and high prey drive with excellent nose.  

Every puppy will be sold with it a Puppy Diary from day 1, which includes daily weight, photos, and notes 

on attitude, health, de-worming and vaccination. 
 

V.C. Alba vom Dei-Haus 

V.C. Miracle Mio vom Beaver Creeks 

Litter Announcement! 

If you are a SOCAL NAVHDA member and have a litter announcement we would be happy to 

share that with our members, just give us the details  and we will spread the word.  These 2 

dogs are BOTH SOCAL NAVHDA VERSATILE CHAMPIONS. The sire is owned by Carlos 

Hernandez and the Dam by Guido Dei.  If interested  email Guido at geedee1 @verizon.net 
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Thank you to Dan Mick, Rodge Fradella 

and Kevin Billy for the terrific photos this 

month. 

We love to share your hunting moments  or 

dog outings with our fellow SOCAL NAVHDA 

members.  Please email your photos or 

s t o r i e s  t o  g a r y_ j o h n s o n  @ 

busdk12.com 

Duke Wins! 

Clint Lager and his Viszla 

Duke participated in a 

Walking Field Trial at Has-

tings Island hunting pre-

serve April 23-26.  Duke 

placed in all events he was 

entered in : 1st in Amateur 

Puppy, 3rd in Open Puppy, 

4th in Amateur Derby and 

4th in Hunter’s Gun Dog! 

He earned 2 points to-

wards his AFC & FC titles.    

Congratulations Clint 

and Duke keep up the 

great work.! 

This is Vladimar Litvin and his German Wirehair Berly on a hunt near San Jacinto wildlife ref-

uge.  Vladimar and his wife not only are at Prado training at our monthly training days but can 

be seen many times at Prado during the week as well.  Vladimar’s dog has done very well in 

the UT test but as of yet the coveted Prize 1 has eluded them.  When asked to give his philoso-

phy of  training he stated that  ―it is my opinion that dog training has no end, and all of us are 

trying to reach the highest goal that we can establish, by putting in  time, energy and money.  

This is a way of getting great satisfaction from our efforts.   Therefore we need to be optimistic 

and enjoy the time we spend with our loyal partners.‖ 
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If your drills are short and tough, dogs love 

them as long as you teach without punishment. 

Dogs thrive on challenge and reward and this 

will continue for their entire life. Keep it inter-

esting, keep it challenging, keep it fair. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/17369428002/in/set-72157650029933024
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/17183823980/in/set-72157650029933024
https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/17371052971/in/set-72157650029933024
https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/17369422462/in/set-72157650029933024
https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/17185156229/in/set-72157650029933024
https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/17183567648/in/set-72157650029933024
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/17183821240/in/set-72157650029933024
https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/16748871764/in/set-72157650029933024
https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/17183816590/in/set-72157650029933024
https://www.flickr.com/photos/37931783@N02/17183815000/in/set-72157650029933024
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NAVHDA SPONSORS 

S OCAL   NAV HDA  

WHERE MEMBERS 

TEACH   OTHERS 

HOW  TO TRAIN 

THEIR BIRDDOG 

For More Info 

SOCALNAVHDA.COM 

  

SOCAL NAVHDA MEMBER BENEFITS 

1.     Receive Monthly newsletter from February 

to October. 

2.     Have your unlimited webpage site within 

the www.SoCalnavhda.com website for 
10.00$/year. 

3.     Access to the Members Forum in the 

Chapter Website Password: "best dogs" 
with a space between the two words. 

4.     Choose a trainer mentor out of a list of 

professional and very experienced train-
ers. 

5.     Participate in a monthly training day. 

6.     Be first in line to enroll your dog in the 

Chapter’s NAVHDA Tests before all other 
NAVHDA national members. 

7.     Have access to the So.Cal. NAVHDA Trailer 

packed with versatile hunting dog train-
ing supplies for $20.00 key deposit, re-
fundable if you’ll leave the chapter. 

8.     So.Cal. NAVHDA members are covered by 

NAVHDA liability insurance at the Chap-
ter's sanctioned events. 


